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The Nifty ended the week in red. Failing to breakout 10,800 levels followed by ending the week with a bearish candle along with 

position of leading indicators is pointing towards the benchmark index might get into a consolidation phase. However, the Nifty may 

find traction on dips around critical supports given the fact that the Bank Nifty is still trading above the critical support. On a similar 

note, thorough technical study of the weekly as well as the daily chart patterns suggests; the Nifty broader trading range for the 

coming week is expected to be 10,700-10,350. 

 

The Nifty on daily chart ended 0.69% down at 10,526.75. It opened flat above 10,600 and reacted down from day’s high 10,646 

towards ending the last session of the week with a bearish candle. Closing below 10,560 might be an indication of further weakness. 

Chart pattern suggests, as of now upside is limited in the benchmark index. Critical resistances are placed around 10,600 and 10,650. 

Fresh up move is likely only when the benchmark index breaks out 10,650 decisively. Downside critical supports are placed around 

10,420 and 10,350. 

 

On the weekly chart, the benchmark index ended 1.46% down. It kicked off the week on a stronger note, however, reacting down 

from the weekly high around 10,770 followed by retracement for three consecutive sessions led to a bearish Marubozu candle. 

Hence, the benchmark index may remain under pressure as long as it trades below 10,650. Midway resistance is placed around 

10,600. 

 

Nifty patterns on multiple time frames show; the benchmark index finished off the week on a weaker note. Hence, extremely cau-

tious trading, as the benchmark index might get into a consolidation, is advised in the coming week. On an extended note, Nifty 

broader trading range for the coming week is expected to be 10,700-10,350. 

 

Nifty pivotal supports & resistances for the coming week- 

Supports- 10420, 10350 Resistances- 10600, 10650, 10700 

Open positional calls- 

Positional T+2 Buy- 

Future Segment- PNB Fut on dips around @ 72, TGT- 76, SL- below 70 

 

Positional T+1 Buy- 

Future Segment- FEDERAL BANK Fut on dips @ 81, TGT- 85, SL- below 

79 

 

Positional T+3 Buy- 

Future Segment- SBIN Fut on dips @ 285-284, TGT- 294, SL- below 279 

 

Positional T+3 Buy- 

Future Segment- ITC Fut on dips @ 285, TGT- 295, SL- below 280 

 

Positional T+1 Sell- 

Future Segment- HAVELLS Fut on rise around @ 666, TGT- 646, SL- 

676 

 

Positional T+3 Sell- 

Future Segment- JINDAL STEEL Fut on rise around @ 170, TGT- 162, SL

- 174 
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Intraday Chart of Sensex 

FII Derivatives Flow (In Crore)  21-11-2018* 

Institutional Flow (In Crore)  21-11-2018* 

Market in Retrospect 

Market Turnover (In Crore) 22-11-2018 

NIFTY Top Gainers 

NIFTY Top Losers 

Bulk and Block Deals 

Instrument Purchase Sale Net 

Index Future 3047.55 3752.67 -705.12 

Index Option 102138.96 99355.24 2783.71 

Stock Future 11746.68 11857.72 -111.04 

Stock Option 8761.81 8617.80 144.01 

Name Last Previous 

NSE Cash 24489.58  28645.52  

NSE F&O 1638347.77  932605.13  

BSE Cash 2240.43 2,570.89  

BSE F&O 0.12 0.13  

Name %5D Day Vol Avg 5 Day Vol %1D 

Bharti Airtel  7.70    8,925,992.00     11,521,690.00  1.46 

Adani Ports  6.34    4,446,824.00        4,035,023.00  1.91 

Dr. Reddy'S  0.27 5.97    1,009,204.00        1,379,700.00  

Grasim Industries 2.36 4.28        636,114.00        2,833,988.00  

Zee Enterprise 4.59 4.00    7,795,070.00        2,632,518.00  

Name %5D Day Vol Avg 5 Day Vol %1D 

IOCL 5.73    8,924,144.00     10,159,090.00  2.37 

Hindalco  6.64    9,708,087.00        9,967,578.00  2.26 

JSW Steel  1.89 7.17    3,648,659.00        3,532,212.00  

Tata Steel 2.13 8.43    8,541,612.00        7,523,000.00  

Indiabulls Finance 0.05 12.32    9,869,013.00        9,632,356.00  

https://www.nseindia.com/products/content/equities/equities/bulk.htm 

http://www.bseindia.com/markets/equity/EQReports/

BulknBlockDeals.aspx 

Indian equity benchmarks ended lower for the third day, register-

ing their first weekly decline in four. Sensex Index ended 0.62% 

lower today at 34,981.02 and the Nifty closed at 10,526.75, down 

0.69%. 

 

Nifty Metal was the top loser, losing by 5.67%, followed by Nifty IT 

which fell by 3.61%. Nifty Realty was the top sectoral gainer, gain-

ing by 2.14% followed by Nifty Media which was up by 1.88%. 

 

Bharti Airtel was the top gainer, gaining by 7.70%, followed by 

Adani Ports & Dr Reddy’s, which were up by 6.34% & 5.97% respec-

tively. Indiabulls Housing Finance was the top loser, losing by 

12.32%, followed by Tata Steel & JSW Steel, which fell by 8.43% & 

7.17% respectively. 

 

The Advance Decline ratio stood at 671 : 1042. 

Institution Purchase Sale Net (Last Day) Net Wk Net Mnth 

FII 3237.55 4889.59 -1652.04 -1301.85 859.65 

DII 3682.97 3076.24 606.73 252.41 -1003.46 

*Data not updated till 6:30 pm 



 

 

MSCI Indices Index %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB  %Ch1D 

World 1984.73 2.05 3.35 7.94 3.19 16.39 14.95 2.23 2.18 0.40 

ACWI 477.68 1.89 3.06 7.86 4.74 15.68 14.45 2.11 2.07 0.38 

Asia Pacific 150.14 1.07 2.36 8.49 13.15 11.84 12.23 1.35 1.34 0.27 

EM 975.04 0.59 0.80 7.19 15.70 11.68 11.37 1.49 1.46 0.25 

US European In Index %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB  %Ch1D 

Dow Jones 24464.69 2.46 3.37 4.93 3.99 16.30 15.30 3.80 3.75 0.00 

NASDAQ 6972.25 2.30 6.65 11.62 1.53 39.05 20.39 4.07 4.09 0.92 

S&P500 2649.93 1.91 3.84 7.40 2.03 18.13 16.19 3.14 3.06 0.30 

CBOE VIX 20.80 2.12 5.91 69.80 110.53 N/A N/A N/A N/A 7.47 

FTSE100 6955.81 1.17 1.24 8.16 6.24 15.79 12.32 1.63 1.63 1.34 

CAC40 4946.03 1.74 2.12 8.76 7.60 15.25 13.20 1.51 1.45 0.59 

DAX 11175.28 1.57 3.03 9.77 14.14 12.25 12.31 1.50 1.46 0.61 

Asian Indices Index %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB  %Ch1D 

Nikkei225 21646.55 0.72 4.28 3.20 3.89 14.97 15.50 1.66 1.63 0.65 

Hang Seng 26019.41 0.32 0.51 6.83 13.28 9.86 10.92 1.21 1.20 0.18 

STI 3041.38 0.43 1.19 4.95 11.33 11.23 12.46 1.06 1.06 0.09 

Taiwan  9714.71 1.14 2.60 10.08 10.24 12.97 12.68 1.55 1.64 0.28 

KOSPI 2069.95 0.87 4.24 8.95 18.52 9.89 8.65 0.84 0.90 0.32 

BRIC Indices Index %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB  %Ch1D 

IBOVESPA 87268.80 2.04 1.95 13.48 17.11 19.49 13.32 1.88 1.83 0.72 

Russian 1134.61 0.31 1.62 6.50 2.11 5.72 5.38 1.00 0.80 0.64 

SHANGHAI Com 2645.43 0.85 0.36 2.55 22.88 12.29 10.72 1.37 1.20 0.23 

SENSEX 34981.02 0.79 2.48 8.63 4.23 22.86 20.06 2.99 2.73 0.62 

NIFTY 10526.75 0.85 2.75 9.02 1.78 21.60 18.98 2.94 2.68 0.69 

NSE VIX 19.16 3.82 10.29 48.50 36.49 - - - - 2.02 

Shipping Ind Index %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr %Ch1D 

Baltic Dry 1008.00 0.10 36.16 41.90 28.66 0.50 

BWIRON 154.26 2.66 6.53 8.49 9.90 0.64 

SG Dubai HY 6.25 7.54 7.68 0.97 5.59 9.29 

Energy Price %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr %Ch1D 

NYMEX Crude 54.02 4.32 21.90 20.39 6.89 1.12 

Natural Gas 4.23 4.85 31.74 37.96 33.86 4.88 

Agro Cmdty Price %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr %Ch1D 

Coffee  114.10 1.81 9.37 8.51 18.62 0.70 

Cotton 78.78 0.55 0.73 5.57 12.49 1.74 

Sugar 12.68 0.24 8.71 14.75 18.87 1.77 

Wheat 506.75 1.03 5.15 11.29 0.83 0.34 

Soybean 883.00 0.06 1.44 1.75 12.27 0.23 

Precious Metals Price %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr %Ch1D 

Gold($/Oz) 1228.24 1.22 0.51 2.71 4.93 0.18 

Silver($/Oz) 14.52 1.55 0.32 1.63 15.36 0.09 

LME Price %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr %Ch1D 

Copper 6229.50 0.74 0.20 3.74 10.42 0.09 

Aluminium 1956.00 1.40 2.54 5.28 7.17 0.13 

Zinc 2579.00 0.12 2.90 4.54 20.09 0.43 

Lead 2001.50 3.76 0.22 0.57 18.74 0.22 

Nickel 11050.00 1.87 11.81 18.30 6.67 0.27 

MSCI indices ended in red over the 
week with MSCI world losing 2.05% 
followed by ACWI and Asia pacific due 
to global sell-off. 
 
US indices ended in negative territory 
with Dow Jones losing 2.46% followed 
by Nasdaq and S&P over the fears of 
US-China relationship coupled with 
pessimistic outlook on Apple. 
 
CBOE VIX ended at 20.80, down by 
2.12%. 

Asian indices fell for the week with 
Taiwan losing 1.14% followed by 
KOSPI and Nikkei225 due to intensi-
fying concerns about global econom-
ic growth. 
 
Indian benchmark indices ended the 
week in red over the losses in metal, 
power & banking stocks and global 
sell off. The Sensex and Nifty fell by 
0.79% and 0.85% for the week. 
 
NSE VIX ended at 19.16, up by 
3.82%. 
 

Gold and 

silver index 

rose 1.22% 

and 1.55% 

due to 

weaker US 

Dollar. 

Among the 

LME, Lead 

gained 

3.76% fol-

lowed by 

Aluminium 

and Copper 

which rose 

1.40% and 

0.74% re-

spectively. 

However, 

Nickel fell 

1.87% over 

the week.  

Forex Rate %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr %Ch1D 

USD Index 96.44 0.51 0.44 1.35 3.45 0.29 

EUR 1.14 0.88 0.47 1.51 3.22 0.17 

GBP 0.78 1.15 0.60 0.10 3.06 0.84 

BRL 3.79 0.25 2.82 6.57 15.00 0.09 

JPY 112.95 0.36 0.22 2.14 1.21 0.05 

INR 70.94 1.47 3.71 1.56 8.47 0.74 

CNY 6.93 0.09 0.21 1.32 4.66 0.09 

KRW 1129.10 0.00 0.05 0.89 3.56 0.19 

Money Mkt Price %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr %Ch1D 

ICE LIBOR USD 2.65 1.41 7.10 14.87 83.49 0.28 

MIBOR 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.03 0.00 

INCALL 6.45 2.38 0.77 0.78 7.50 2.27 

Bond Yld 10Y Yield %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr %Ch1D 

US  3.06 1.53 4.22 8.65 32.09 0.00 

UK 1.43 3.86 6.61 12.11 11.84 2.15 

Brazil  5.52 0.33 0.04 4.34 18.59 0.27 

Japan 0.10 8.26 35.07 1.01 300.00 5.26 

Aus  2.66 1.88 1.44 4.88 5.55 0.93 

India 7.73 1.15 2.56 1.30 11.04 0.86 

Polymer Mkt Index %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr 

HDPE 1220.00 1.21 2.01 6.87 5.17 

LDPE 1105.00 1.34 1.34 0.90 8.68 

Injection Grade  1240.00 0.40 0.80 0.80 5.08 

General purpose 1260.00 0.40 0.79 0.40 4.13 

Polystyrene HIPS 1510.00 2.58 7.93 8.48 1.31 

Polystyrene GPPS 1460.00 1.35 6.41 7.59 1.39 

USD index was down by 0.51% over the global sell off.  

INR index was up by 1.47% for the week due to easing 

crude oil prices, along with inflow of foreign funds and 

weakness in the US dollar. 



 

 

 News Impact 
Quarterly Results 

DHFL Q2 FY19 Result Update 
 

 NII is INR804 Cr, up 141% YoY & 20% QoQ. Fees and Commission income stood at INR164 Cr, up 100% 

YoY & 50% QoQ. 

  Provision stood at INR132 Cr, up 20% YoY & 46% QoQ. 

 PAT is INR438 Cr, up 52% YoY & flat QoQ. The company reported a loss of INR51 Cr on de recognition 

of financial instruments under amortized cost category.   

 Short Term Debt Instruments and Commercial Papers have a rating of A1+ from CARE, ICRA & CRISIL. 

 The company has paid interest and repaid principal amount of all nonconvertible debt securities 

which fell due during April to September 2018. 

Key Con Call Highlights 

DHFL  

 Since 24th September liabilities worth INR14000 Cr which includes INR9000 Cr of CP. Minimal borrowing 

has been done and repayment done via internal accruals. 

 Become completely focussed on retail loans. Bring down project finance portfolio to less than 10% and 

exit that business in a phased manner. 

 Liquidity remaining tight, growth rate will moderate as compared to previous years.  

 Sell down of INR8000 Cr of loans testifies the asset quality of the company. Stage 3 assets now stand at 

0.9%. Securitisation will be a major source of funding.  

 Disbursements have fallen due to the liquidity position. In the month of November also disbursements 

continue to remain subdued. Disbursements have taken place in October & November but at a lower 

pace. The execution of work in the company is at par with other NBFCs & HFCs. 

 In project finance, there have not been any delinquencies.  The exit will be made by passing it on to other 

lenders and not reduce the disbursements all at once. 

 In all the project finance the company is sole lenders so a lot of facility and pricing power is available. 

Projects are at 60% stage of completion. Next 5 months will involve bringing down Project Finance to 

INR9000 – 10000 Cr. Portfolio investors are there who are interested to buy the company’s exposure to 

various projects. 

 Funds have been raised from Banks, NCD etc. Going forward no problem is seeing in raising further funds. 

Sanctions are for WCL for 500 Cr. Another 1000 Cr bank lines available and sanction of securitization pool 

of INR2000 Cr. 

 Any inflow will be used to pay of the liabilities, then create sufficient liquidity in the books and then the 

amount could be used to disburse. 



 

 

 

News Impact 
GE T&D Ltd 

 The Company has added 2255 MVA capacity into transmission system. 

 Order intake in H1-FY19 was INR13354 million as compared to INR23114 million in H1-FY18. The 

order inflow was lower because in the previous year there were exceptionally large orders from 

Power generation and TBCB space. But this year there was no major ordering activity happened from 

coal fired power plants. 

 The Market size of transmission sector in India is USD 3 billion and its stable now. The market is 

shifted from Power Grid and TBCB space to lower voltage which is state and discoms and also to the 

renewable space. The PGCIL portion has become half what is used to be and the state ordering 

activity is now 170% of what it used to be earlier. 

 The order book of the company is INR62 billion which provides revenue visibility of next 1.5 years. 

Company is currently L1 for INR7 billion worth of contracts. 

 As the Indian market is stable, company is exploring market in Nepal, Bangladesh, Srilanka and 

Bhutan. Lot of ordering activities are coming up in these market which are linked to exporting power 

from India. The incremental growth in future will be coming from neighboring countries and 

renewable grid connectivity. 

 Company has entered into EPC renewable space for both wind and solar and will be adding 

reasonable number of amount to its portfolio as there are many projects have been coming up in the 

near time. 

 As of now, Export market is 10% of its annual sales and renewable is 4-5% of the sales which will be 

better in the near future. 

 The company is not seeing any impact on the margin due to the market shift and expecting to 

maintain the EBITDA margins in the range of 8-9%. 



 

 

 

News Impact 
Domestic News 

CRISIL cuts passenger vehicles sales growth forecast by 200 basis points 

In light of disappointing festive season sales and inventory stockpiling with dealers, ratings agency CRISIL 

cut down its growth forecast for the Indian passenger vehicles industry by a hefty 200 bps. Diwali and 

Dussehra, which normally account for a fifth of the annual automobile sales, saw a muted consumer re-

sponse this year. As per CRISIL data, vehicle sales de-grew by 2% during the September-October period. 

Meanwhile, the fiscal-to-date (April-October) growth was at just 6%. Dealer inventory post Diwali stood 

at around 40 days, unlike 30-35 days in the festival seasons of the past couple of years. The factors 

attributed to the lackluster sales in these past few months were a sharp rise in fuel prices, rising interest 

rates, and an increase in insurance premiums all of which increased the cost of vehicle ownership. Adding 

to that, there was a lack of major model launches this year. 

India liquidity crisis set to dent heavy truck sales 

India’s liquidity crisis may dent sales of heavy trucks, as factors such as financial woes at IL&FS and cur-

rency volatility threaten to hit one of the fastest-growing automobile segments. Almost 100% of heavy 

truck purchases are financed and with small financiers struggling and bigger financiers raising loan rates, 

fleet operators are forced to defer purchases. Heavy trucks comprise 36% of all commercial vehicles sold. 

Tata Motors and Ashok Leyland Ltd control over 80% of the heavy truck segment. Some smaller financiers 

have completely withdrawn in the interim and are not issuing any further delivery orders for new truck 

purchases. The better-placed NBFCs, while having adequate cash reserves, have decided to make the 

most of this liquidity crunch and have upped their IRR by 15-20 basis points to improve bottom-lines. This 

has resulted in some genuine postponement of purchases by customers who were considering purchases 

during the quarter but have not decided to let the interest rates to cool off a bit. Going forward, it is ex-

pected that the liquidity situation will ease, given the central bank’s stance to maintain system liquidity at 

neutral. 

Natural gas production to rise by a third if output locked in ONGC, OIL fields opens up 

India's natural gas production will rise by a third provided the output locked in a dozen fields of state-

owned ONGC and OIL is opened up by giving remunerative market prices, people with knowledge of the 

matter said. India currently produces about 90 million standard cubic meters per day (mmscmd) of natu-

ral gas and has ambitious plans to double output by 2022 to reduce its reliance on imports and replace 

some of the polluting liquid fuels to cut emissions. While the doubling of output would need huge capital 

expenditure of close to USD 10 billion in bringing to production discoveries in deep sea and frontier are-

as, discoveries already made by ONGC and OIL provide a low hanging fruit. State-owned ONGC and OIL 

haven't been able to develop the discoveries or bring them to production as the current gas price of USD 

3.36 per million British thermal unit (MMBtu) is way lower than the cost of production. 



 

 

 

News Impact 
RBI Board Meeting Highlights 

 Norms will be reviewed for banks which are in the Prompt Corrective Action list by RBIs Board for Fi-

nancial Supervision. 

 A committee will be set up , whose membership and terms of reference will be decided jointly by RBI 

and Ministry Of Finance, which will look into the issue of surplus reserves of RBI. 

 RBI will be deciding on a scheme to restructure standard stressed assets of MSME with aggregate 

credit facilities worth INR25 Cr. 

 The deadline for Capital Conservation Buffer has been extended till March 2020. 

 No decision has been taken on the liquidity crunch being faced by the NBFC sector. 

Shapoorji Pallonji Group plans $1 billion share sale of solar unit 

Shapoorji Pallonji Group plans to seek about $1 billion by bringing outside investors into its solar unit, as 

it embarks on a series of asset sales across the 153-year-old conglomerate to reduce debt. The group, 

owned by reclusive billionaire Pallonji Mistry, will sell as much as 30% in the solar engineering arm of 

Sterling & Wilson Pvt. The funds would be raised through a pre-listing stake sale followed by a public 

offering. A separate listing of Eureka Forbes Ltd., the water purification unit of publicly-traded Forbes & 

Co., and sales of commercial real estate will also be considered and part of the proceeds will be used to 

pare debt. 

Ultratech Cement makes Binani its subsidiary 

India's largest cement maker Ultratech has been on an acquisition spree. Last year it had added 21.2 MT 

of ready capacity by acquiring six integrated plants of Jaypee Associates. This year in May, the company 

had absorbed the cement business of Century Textiles and Industries by way of a demerger of the latter's 

business through a share swap. With Binani becoming its wholly-owned subsidiary, Ultratech has now 

reached a capacity of more than 116 MT and has further strengthened its presence in the western mar-

ket of Rajasthan. Through its offer of INR7,950 crore for the asset, Ultratech has gotten the ownership of 

a 6.25 MT plant in the state of Rajasthan that comprises an integrated cement unit with capacity of 4.85 

MT and a 1.4 MT split grinding unit. Binani Cement has also expanded its operations to Dubai and China 

and apart from India, enjoys major market share in countries like UAE, Sudan, South Africa, Tanzania, 

Madagascar and Namibia. 

India set to overtake Brazil as world’s biggest sugar producer 

Brazil, traditionally the world’s top sugar producer, is poised to cede the crown to India for the first time 

in 16 years. Production in India this season may rise 5.2% to a record 35.9 million metric tonnes on in-

creasing acreage and improving yields, according to the US Department of Agriculture’s Foreign Agricul-

tural Service. Brazil’s output may tumble 21% to 30.6 million tonnes because of adverse weather and a 

shift to produce more cane-based ethanol. Global production is forecast to fall 4.5% to 185.9 million 

tonnes, trailing the May estimate of 188.3 million, after the outlooks for Brazil, Thailand and the Europe-

an Union were revised lower. 



 

 

 

News Impact 
RIL considers plan to expand world's largest refinery at Jamnagar by half  

Billionaire Mukesh Ambani-owned Reliance Industries Ltd. is considering a plan to boost its oil-refining 

capacity by about half, according to the industry sources. The proposed plant, to come up at the world’s 

biggest refining complex in Jamnagar, will be able to process as much as 30 million tons of crude a year. 

Reliance has begun discussions with global refinery process licensors and equipment vendors for the new 

refining train at the Jamnagar complex. The plant of the size planned by the company may cost USD10 

billion.  

Zee may divest 20% in OTT biz; eyes music, gaming segments to take on Jio  

Zee Entertainment Enterprises might spin off its over-the-top (OTT) entertainment streaming channel, 

Zee5, into a subsidiary or a step-down subsidiary, in which it might offer up to a 20 per cent direct stake 

to a global strategic investor, said sources in preliminary discussions with the group. The investor will al-

so be offered up to 20.8 per cent in Zee Entertainment, or half of what the promoters own in the listed 

company, as announced last week.  

Emaar India posts INR231 crore loss for H1FY19  

Realty firm Emaar India has reported a net loss of INR230.87 crore in the first six months of the current 

fiscal on higher expenses on construction, while its net debt stood at INR5,707 crore in September-end 

this year. Its net loss stood at INR339.43 crore during April-September period of last fiscal. Total income 

rose to INR1,211.17 crore during the first half of 2018-19 fiscal from INR643.99 crore in the correspond-

ing period of the previous year. The company said that the results are not comparable because of adop-

tion of new accounting standards for revenue recognition.  

NHPC approves buyback of equity shares at INR28 a piece 

The board has approved buyback of 21.42 crore shares (2.09 percent) at Rs 28 per share for an aggregate 

consideration not exceeding Rs 600 crore. 

The company fixed November 30, 2018 as the record date for buyback. 

 As on March 2018, the number of shareholders holding shares between 0-1000 were close to 

4,66,268 and no. of shares they were holding were close to 23 Cr. 

 No. of Shares reserved for Retail shareholders is 3.15 Cr. 

 So, Acceptance Ratio would be close to 15% 



 

 

 

News Impact 
Restructuring of equity stake in Minda Furukawa Electric Private Limited (JV) 

Minda Corporation Limited (MCL) has entered into definitive agreements with its joint venture partner, 

Furukawa Group of Japan, for change in equity structure of Minda Furukawa Electric Private Limited 

(“JVCO”). As per the proposed realignment, the equity stake of joint-venture partner in the JVCO will 

change from 49% to 75% and stake of MCL. will change from existing 51% to 25%. The change in equity 

structure will be through a mix of sale of shares of JVCO by MCL and additional equity infusion into JVCO 

by Furukawa Group of Japan. The Joint Venture between MCL. and Furukawa Group, Japan shall contin-

ue, with MCL continuing to hold a significant 25% equity stake. 

This move is likely to be positive for MCL as the JV has been struggling from operational issues since its 

inception and managed to become profitable for the first time at the PAT level and posted a meagre PAT 

of INR3 crore last quarter. 

Cheers for Dr.Reddy 

Indivior share prices plunged close to 45% in the London Stock Exchange after the US Court of Appeals for 

the Federal Circuit vacated the preliminary injunction on Suboxone films against Dr Reddy's Laboratories 

Ltd. The stock is quoting at GBX119 now. 

Dr.Reddy won USFDA approval for the said drug & launched the same in June 2018 in the US market. Be-

fore getting temporary restrainment in July the drug contributed handsome to the top line during their 

first quarter result.  

Dr.Reddy ADR is up by 3.5%. Win over Suboxone is likely to be a trigger for the stock. 

RJio to become Railways' telecom provider from Jan; to reduce bills by 35% 

Reliance Jio Infocomm will serve the country's largest and most sought-after accounts in telecom - the 

railways - from January 1, with officials saying it is likely to slash the national transporter's phone bills by 

around 35%t at least. 

Railways has been using Bharti Airtel for over six years as its telecom provider for 195,000 mobile phone 

connections used by its employees in closed user group (CUG) across the country for which the railways 

paid around  INR1 billion bill per year. Its validity will expire on December 31 this year. 

While under the present scheme railways is charged for calls outside CUG, the plan from January 1 will 

not do so. Also, the 3G/4G data pack in effect from next year is much cheaper than the present packs 

available to railways. Last month, Reliance Jio Infocomm had emerged as the lowest bidder for the ac-

count beating Airtel and Vodafone.While railways had demanded free calls from the bidders and got it 

from all of them, it was the low cost data that pushed Jio as the frontrunner. 



 

 

 

News Impact 
Varroc to cut overseas capex plans by 20-25% 

Varroc Group will be rationalizing its capital expenditure overseas to compensate for capacity underutili-

zation due to a slump in vehicle sales. The group will be pruning its INR700 crore annual investment in 

foreign operations by 20-25%, resulting in the rationalization of INR140-175 crore. Varroc gets two-thirds 

of its over INR10000 crore revenue from overseas operations. But lately, vehicle sales volumes have been 

affected globally due to uncertainty arising out of trade wars, Brexit, and apprehension around diesel ve-

hicles, especially in Europe, which happens to be its biggest market. This had a direct impact on the auto-

component industry. The main focus while reducing capital expenditure would be on rationalizing man-

power and inventory. On the home front, however, the group will continue its planned investment of 

INR300 crore annually. 

ONGC ordered to pay INR242 crore to Mumbai Port Trust 

ONGC has been ordered to pay about INR242 crore to the Mumbai Port Trust (MbPT) as wharf age com-

pensation for the transportation of crude oil through the two pipelines the company had laid within the 

limits of the state-run port. Currently, ONGC is examining the admissibility of the claim. According to the 

Tariff Authority for Major Ports order ONGC will pay a compensation at one half of wharf age rate as ap-

plicable on the per tonne of crude oil which will be imported into the port of Mumbai through all or any 

of the ONGC pipelines. As per the order a sum of INR173.69 crore has to be paid to MbPT by ONGC in lieu 

of wharf age compensation charges since 2013-14. 

NHAI files papers with SEBI to raise INR10000 crore via bonds 

The National Highways Authority of India (NHAI) has filed draft papers with markets regulator SEBI to 

raise up to INR10000 crore through bonds to finance its various projects. The funds will be used through 

the issuance of bonds in one or more tranches. Proceeds of the issue will be utilized towards part financ-

ing of different projects including Bharatmala Pariyojana as well as other operational, administrative and 

financial purposes. 

Volvo to assemble plug-in-hybrid vehicles in India 

In a bid to take the lead among premium carmakers in the electrified vehicle space, Volvo Cars India Ltd, 

the Indian subsidiary of Swedish premium passenger vehicle maker, announced that it will launch four 

new plug-in hybrid vehicles in India in the next three years. This effort to locally assemble and launch plug

-in hybrid vehicles will be a pioneering one from the company as none of the other carmakers have an-

nounced any such initiative. The vehicles will be assembled in the company’s manufacturing unit in Ben-

galuru. The smallest premium car manufacturer by market share in the country plans to drive past the 

competition in this segment and is pinning its hopes on potential customers who are worried over the 

increasing pollution levels in the country. 



 

 

 

News Impact 
Global News 

Oil prices dip further on increasing US inventories and higher Saudi production; ru-

moured OPEC production cut to limit downside. 

Crude Oil continued to drift lower as increasing inventories in the US and higher output from Saudi con-

tinue to pressure prices. According to the Weekly Petroleum Status Report released by the EIA, commeri-

cial crude inventories in the US is at its highest since December 2017, currently at 446.9 mln barrels 

whereas US production remained at a record 11.7 mb/d.  

The OPEC, led by Saudi Arabia is said to be considering supply cuts when it meets on December 6 in Vien-

na as the cartel get increasing concerned with a global supply glut just weeks after increasing production 

to prevent prices from spiking higher as spare capacities get tighter across the oil producting nations. The 

chances of a member wide agreement to the output cuts remains doubtful but Saudi and Russia could 

come together to reduce output somewhat keeping in line with the Trump administrations views of low-

er oil prices. 

WTI prices should remain under pressure ahead of the OPEC meeting and price supports at $54.0-$52.0/

bbl should remain key in the coming weeks. Technically, oil prices have broken below a major trading 

channel and could possibly indicate a reverse in the long term upside which could lead to potential down-

sides or further consolidation in the near to medium term. On the upside, $60.0/bbl should be a key level 

to watch out for in the coming weeks. 

OPEC's Worst Nightmare: Permian Is About to Pump a Lot More 

An infestation of dots, thousands of them, represent oil wells in the Permian basin of West Texas and a 

slice of New Mexico. In less than a decade, U.S. companies have drilled 114,000. Many of them would 

turn a profit even with crude prices as low as $30 a barrel. OPEC’s bad dream only deepens next year, 

when Permian producers expect to iron out distribution snags that will add three pipelines and as much 

as 2 million barrels of oil a day.  

Japan’s Inflation Stalls at 1% as Risks to Price Gains Gather 

Slow but steady improvement in Japan’s core inflation gauge has come to a halt as a host of forces gather 

that could see price gains begin to slow. Consumer prices excluding fresh food rose 1 percent in October 

from a year earlier, as expected by economists. That’s just half way to the Bank of Japan’s 2 percent tar-

get. 

Dr. Reddy's Pushes for Immediate Right to Sell Suboxone Copies 

Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories Ltd. asked a U.S. appeals court to let it immediately begin sales of a generic ver-

sion of Indivior Plc’s Suboxone Film, the nation’s leading opioid addiction treatment. The U.S. Court of 

Appeals for the Federal Circuit had said Tuesday that Dr. Reddy’s could resume sales, but that decision 

won’t take effect until Indivior gets a chance to ask the panel to reconsider or petition the entire 12-

member court to hear the case. Dr. Reddy’s said that could take five weeks or longer. 



 

 

 

News Impact 
WTI Oil Trades Near $57 as Investors Weigh U.S. Output, OPEC Plans 

WTI Oil crept back up toward $57 a barrel after capping six weeks of losses while investors assessed signs 

of growing U.S. crude production against speculation OPEC is considering a return to output cuts. Work-

ing oil rigs in the U.S. rose to the highest in more than three years, according to data released Friday by 

Baker Hughes. The market is stabilizing after the potential for global oversupply spurred the Organization 

of Petroleum Exporting Countries and its allies to consider cutting oil output, with a decision to be taken 

when the group meets early next month. 

The Surprise Fuel Flows Sparked by a Raging U.S.-China Trade War 

A Southeast Asian nation that was a bit player in the biofuel market is suddenly buying and selling un-

precedented supplies. The U.S.-China trade war may have something to do with it. Malaysia has emerged 

to displace the U.S. as the biggest supplier of ethanol to China in just two months. It’s also the first time 

the Southeast Asian country is selling such significant volumes to the world’s top consumer. At the same 

time, it’s buying a record amount of the fuel from America. 

Bonds Face Barrier in India as State Banks Sell Into Every Rally 

India’s sovereign bonds face a conundrum. Every rally hits a wall of selling as the nation’s state-owned 

lenders, the biggest holders of debt, head for the exit. Public-sector banks have cut holdings by a net 312 

billion rupees ($4.4 billion) this quarter, even as sovereign bonds are poised for their first quarterly ad-

vance in more than a year. The yearlong slide in rupee bonds has left lenders with billions of rupees in 

losses, prompting them to sell on rallies.  

Rio Forecasts New Aluminum Capacity Will Be Needed Outside China 

Aluminum producers will need to build additional smelting capacity outside of China as inventories run 

down in the coming two to three years, according to Rio Tinto Group. Holdings of primary aluminum 

tracked by the London Metal Exchange fell for a second quarter in the period to September and shrunk 

last month to the lowest level since 2007. 

Palm Oil Seen Heading for Worst Annual Rout Since 2012 on Glut 

Palm oil’s set for its biggest annual loss in six years as rising supplies in the top two producers and lacklus-

ter demand deepen a global glut. The tropical oil used in everything from ice cream to fuel, will probably 

end the year at 2,000 ringgit ($477) a metric ton, a 20 percent drop from the last day of trading in 2017, 

according to the median of estimates from 14 traders, analysts and plantation executives.  

Karnataka State May Withdraw Donimalai Iron Ore Mine from NMDC 

Southern state of Karnataka is open to auction Donimalai mine if NMDC refuses to comply with its de-

mand for higher share from iron ore sales, CNBC-TV18 reported citing the state’s mining secretary. NMDC 

exports iron ore from Donimalai mine to Japan, South Korea: company website. 



 

 

 

News Impact 
India's Central Bank Signals Truce With Government Over Reserves 

India’s central bank signaled a compromise with the government by agreeing to study a demand for shar-

ing a part of its capital -- an issue that had triggered a public spat between the monetary policy makers 

and their political bosses. The Reserve Bank of India will form a panel to consider the funds transfer to 

the government. It, however, did not immediately yield to demands for easing lending norms for weak 

banks while retaining capital buffers for banks at 9 percent. 

China Coal Import Curbs to Hit Low-Quality Supply Most: Deutsche 

China’s move to sharply curtail imports will have greatest price pressure on lower quality, sub-5,600 kcal/

kg thermal coal as this accounts for about 95% of country’s purchases. While higher grade market should-

n’t be impacted directly by import policy, stabilization in Chinese domestic prices may have similar effect 

on Newcastle 6,000kcal/kg coal. Curbs are positive for China’s coking coal prices in the near term, given 

weaker domestic supply and tighter inventory position. Lower imports combined with expected increase 

in capacity cuts at steel mills into year-end should narrow the coke-to-coking coal price spread. 

India's Steel-Production Growth to Drive Up Coking-Coal Imports 

Indian steel demand is set to accelerate in the coming years, along with the government's plan to pro-

mote affordable housing and infrastructure construction. This should spur India's coking-coal imports, 

especially from Australia as the domestically produced coal is primarily thermal, which is used by power 

plants. Infrastructure spending for 2018-19 will be raised 21% to 5.97 trillion rupees ($87 billion) from a 

year earlier, with 1.49 trillion rupees, or 25% of total infrastructure budget, earmarked for railways.  

Indonesia keen to buy sugar from India; seeks duty cut 

Indonesia is interested in buying sugar from India but wants latter to cut import duty on refined palm oil 

and the sweetener substantially to 45 per cent and 5 per cent, respectively. An Indian delegation is 

scheduled to visit Indonesia this week to negotiate trade between the two nations. India is in talks with 

various countries including China and Indonesia to export surplus sugar and help mills clear cane arrears 

to farmers. 

The World's Biggest Sugar Producer Is Poised to Lose Its Crown 

Brazil, traditionally the world’s top sugar producer, is poised to cede the crown to India for the first time 

in 16 years. Production in the Asian country this season may rise 5.2 percent to a record 35.9 million met-

ric tons on increasing acreage and improving yields. Global production is forecast to fall 4.5 percent to 

185.9 million tons, trailing the May estimate of 188.3 million, after the outlooks for Brazil, Thailand and 

the European Union were revised lower. 



 

 

 

News Impact 
OMCs in India look to be in no mood to pass on the benefits: 

Crude Oil continued to drift lower as increasing inventories in the US and higher output from Saudi con-

tinues keep prices under pressure. Oil has declined almost 27% from its recent pick of $86.3/bbl and at 

the same time in last few days rupee has appreciated by 3.5% so net decline is almost about 31.5% of 

crude price which is a boon for Indian economy. In Q2FY19 most of the industries (like FMCG, Chemical, 

Automobile, Petrochemical, Agro-Chemical, and Aviation etc.) got a hit in their margin due to the elevat-

ed crude oil price and rupee depreciation. Now, if the crude oil and rupee maintain this current level then 

it will help those industries to improve their margin in Q3FY19. 

 

In other hand OMCs in India seem to be in no mood to pass on the benefits to fuel consumers for now. In 

the period when Brent crude fell 31.5%, retail price of petrol dropped only by 9% from INR84/ltr to 

INR76.38/Ltr on Nov 20, while that of diesel by 5.5% from INR75.45/Ltr to INR71.27/Ltr in Delhi, re-

flecting that Brent fall was not passed on to consumers.  

 

India's state-run fuel majors are earning a near-record margin of around INR6 on the sale of a litre of pet-

rol and around INR4.8 on diesel. This higher margin would improve the health of OMCs, fortify their bal-

ance sheet to some extent, and potentially increase their dividend to the government. This should also 

aid OMCs in off-setting the inventory loss likely this quarter & INR1/ltr absorption stated by the govt. 

Air passenger growth in October slows to 13.3% due to higher base affect 

Domestic passenger growth during the month of October slowed a bit and registered a growth of about 

13.34% during October compared to that a year ago, data released by the aviation regulator showed. As 

per the data, released by the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA), Indian carriers carried 11.8 mil-

lion passengers during the month, up from 10.5 million in October 2017. Travel industry insiders say that 

the growth is the same as earlier months due to a higher base affect in October last year. As a result, all 

key scheduled carriers reported lower load factors than past month but flew their planes with close to 

80% of their seats full. Gurgaon-based SpiceJet continued to maintain its pole position in terms of load 

factor by flying its planes 90.8% full, followed by GoAir, which flew its planes with 84.1% followed by Indi-

Go that flew its flights with 83.1% seats full. SpiceJet announced that it is they have been reporting high-

est load factors for the past 43 months. 



 

 

Domestic Events 

Company Record Date Ex-Date Details 

Sadbhav Infrastructure    Cash dividend of INR0.20 effective 26/11/2018 

Rain Industries Ltd   Cash dividend of INR1 effective 26/11/2018 

Kaveri Seed Co Ltd   Cash dividend of INR3 effective 26/11/2018 

Gallantt Ispat Ltd   Cash dividend of INR0.05 effective 27/11/2018 

Polyplex Corp Ltd   Cash dividend of INR10 effective 27/11/2018 

Jamna Auto Industries Ltd   Cash dividend of INR0.50 effective 29/11/2018 

Indag Rubber Ltd   Cash dividend of INR0.90 effective 29/11/2018 

OFS Technologies Ltd   60% stock dividend effective 29/11/2018 

Britannia Industries Ltd   2 for 1 stock split effective 29/11/2018 

Procter & Gamble Hygiene & Health Care Ltd   Corporate meeting effective 29/11/2018 

SpiceJet Ltd   Corporate meeting effective 29/11/2018 

Gillette India Ltd   Corporate meeting effective 30/11/2018 

DCM Financial Services Ltd   Corporate meeting effective 30/11/2018 

Events 

Global Events 

 November 26, 2018: Japan Nikkei Manufacturing PMI Flash for November 2018  

 November 27, 2018: China Industrial Profit for October 2018  

 November 28, 2018: The U.S. MBA Mortgage Application for the week ended November 23, 2018, The U.S. GDP for Q3 2018, The U.S. New Home Sales 

for October 2018  

 November 29, 2018: Japan Retail Sales for October 2018, The U.S. Personal Income and Personal Spending for October 2018, The U.S. Pending Home 

Sales for October 2018, The U.S. Initial Jobless Claims for November 24, 2018, Euro Area Business Confidence for November 2018. 

 November 30, 2018: Japan Unemployment Rate for October 2018, Japan Consumer Confidence for November 2018, China NBS Manufacturing PMI for 

November 2018, The U.S. FOMC Minutes, Euro Area Unemployment Rate for October 2018.  

 November 30, 2018: India Q2 FY19 GDP, India’s Foreign Exchange Reserve for the week ended November 23, 2018, India Infrastructure Output for Octo-

ber 2018 

Source of News : The content may have been taken from The Economic Times, Business Standard, Business Line, 

Mint and other leading financial newspapers and financial portals BSE,NSE, Bloomberg, Moneycontrol & others. 

CORPORATE ACTION BONUS / RIGHTS / STOCK SPLIT / DIVIDEND / FCCB / M&A / WARRANTS ETC. 
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Disclaimer 

Any document, including this report, which is prepared by the research team of Stewart & Mackertich 

Wealth Management Ltd. (SMIFS) is circulated for the purpose of information only to the intended recip-

ient and should not be replicated or quoted or circulated to any person/corporate or legal entities in any 
form. This document/ documents/ reports/ opinion should not be interpreted as an Investment/ taxa-

tion/ legal advice. While the information contained in the report has been procured in good faith, from 

sources considered/ believed to be reliable, all/ part of the statement/ statements/ opinion/ opinions/ 
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of the company (SMIFS) are often sought after for expressing their views on print/ electronic/ 

web media. The views expressed are purely based on their assumption/ understanding on funda-

mental approach/ technical and historic facts on the subject. The views expressed should not be 

construed as an offer to buy/ sell or hold equity/ commodity/ currencies or their derivatives. 
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ing factors, related or unrelated or other market conditions and may or may not be updated.  
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